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MWD + Borehole Imaging : 
The effective combination for U/G Exploration
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MWD: Measurement While Drilling

MWD
Drilling parameters acquisition vs depth

Main drilling parameters vs depth:
✓ Rate of Penetration;
✓ Pull down and Pull up Pressures;
✓ Air or Water Pressure;
✓ Rotation Torque;
✓ Rotation Speed;
✓ Drilling Time;
✓ and any other parameter....

Areas of application:
✓ Geological exploration: identify the different geological units
    encountered by the bit and thus can locate anomalous areas;

✓ Planning the development: better plan the development at the
    drilling level in underground operations while making it safer for
    the personnel inside the tunnel as they are progressing;

✓ Rationalization of drilling: help the driller to manage his
    machine parameters in order to optimize them according to the
    ground variables, e.g. a significant deviation of the rod train or
    untimely wear of a drilling tool.This also makes it possible to
    best manage the depth of the drills according to the target to be
    reached.

Example: Uranium Mine
The altered episyenite (shear zone) containing the Uranium is well

highlighted by the Penetration rate (blue), water pressure (green) and
rotation torque (orange), Natural Gamma for correlation is in purple.

PocketLIM drilling data
recording system installed on

the drill rig
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MWD: LIM solution

MWD
The LIM Solution

The complete MWD LIM solution integrates the following equipment and
online applications (cloud based software):

✓ PocketLIM (click here) data recording system installed on the drill rig where
    it is connected to the different acquisition sensors;

✓ LIM@mail application (click here) which manages the transfer and
    automatic MWD data processing. In the case of U/G drilling, data
    transmission will be done through ethernet cable;

✓ GEO-LOG 4 data processing cloud based software (click here)
    which performs the graphical layout of reports and manages the entire
    database.

✓ Thanks to the CAN BUS technology, the PocketLIM can also be connected
    to the hammer and engine of the drilling machine. Thus, due to the internet
    connection and Drill@LIM application (click here), the equipment and
    production managers will be informed in real time of any incidents
    that may occur and will be able to verify  that the machine is operating
    correctly. Production statistics are provided regularly.

LIM@Mail

https://www.lim.eu/pocketlim?lang=en
https://www.lim.eu/pocketlim?lang=en
https://www.lim.eu/drilllim-limmail?lang=en
https://www.lim.eu/geolog4?lang=en
https://www.lim.eu/drilllim-limmail?lang=en
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Borehole Imaging: Optical & Acoustic methods

Optical imaging
 

The optical borehole imaging technique has
a double advantage:

✓ by allowing a complete visual, in-situ appreciation
    of the target zone in terms of lithology, 
    mineralisation, alteration;

✓ by providing the source data for a structural
    model of an ore body and host rocks
    incorporating the different types of
    discontinuities present (bedding, joints, fractures,
    veins...).

Acoustic imaging
 

High quality images of the borehole wall
using the acoustic method.

Two complementary images are obtained :
✓ the two-way travel time as determined by
    variations in the borehole cross-section;
✓ the acoustic reflection amplitude related to rock
    density/hardness.

The result is a precise, orientated acoustic
reflectivity image of the formations.

Structural analysis
 

The different structures observed on the
optical or acoustic borehole image logs can
be picked, orientated and classified by
means of an interactive software package. 

Their true dip and azimuth values, calculated by
taking into account the deviation of the borehole,
are used to generate polar plots, rose diagrams,
histograms etc.
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Borehole Imaging: LIM solution

Borehole imaging
The LIM Solution

Through its borehole logging equipment division (LIM LOGGING), LIM designs,
produces and sells a large range of borehole logging tools. Among them are
the following televiewers:

✓ OPTV 38 & 42 televiewers for optical imaging, click here

✓ BHTV 42 televiewer for acoustic imaging, click here

https://www.lim.eu/sonde-optv38-52?lang=en
https://www.lim.eu/sonde-bhtv42-42ht?lang=en
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Conclusions

The data generated by the LIM equipment and software solutions is in perfect synergy with what PRETIUM
expects in terms of drilling return on investment.

For exploration drilling (RC), the MWD will help to  identify the different geological units encountered
by the bit and thus can locate anomalous areas. In the case of the Brucejack Mine, where the
mineralization is located in a shear zone with many alteration, the MWD will allow to precisely
determine the top and bottom of the mineralized formation. MWD will also make possible to plan the
development of the U/G operations by giving geotechnical information and rationalize drilling.

The borehole imaging, optical or acoustic depending on the borehole conditions, which is rather
performed in core borehole after drilling will:
✓ allow the complete visual and in-situ appreciation of the target zone in terms of lithology,
    mineralisation, alteration (Optical), 
✓ provide the source data for a structural model of an ore body and host rocks;
✓ obtain a precise, orientated acoustic reflectivity image of the formations (Acoustic);
✓ make possible the structural analysis of all the discontinuities with the determination of their true
    dip and azimuth thanks to an interactive software package.


